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ABSTRACT
A dual purpose test was conducted in the Arnold Engineering Development
Center 16T Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT) to evaluate the performance of
an aerospike engine, in the presence of a booster, and obtain forebody
and base pressure distributions on the booster in which it is installed.
The test item was a 2.5 percent scaled replica of the SERV booster em-
ploying a 5 percent spike length aerospike engine installed in the base
region of the model. Cold flow air was used to simulate engine Jet oper-
ation. Two booster configurations were investigated, one on which re-
entry aerospike engine thermal protection doors were installed, and
another where the doors were removed. The data presented herein are rep-
resentative of the latter configuration for a Mach number range of 0 to
1.25 at angles of attack of 0 and 8 degrees and 0 degrees angle of side-
slip.
Plotted data consists of model pressure coefficients and pressure ratio
variations of functions of non-dimensional axial and radial model stations.
Pressure ratios are presented in terms of both ambient conditions and en-
gine chamber conditions. The base axial pressure variations are for both
longitudinal and local radius values for scaling purposes.
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I Test Conditions 6




A dual investigation was conducted in the Arnold Engineering Development
16T Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT) as to the feasibility of the SERV concept
as a fully re-usable space vehicle. The primary purpose of the investi-
gation was to evaluate the performance of an integral serospike engine in
the presence of the SERV main stage, and the secondary purpose was to
obtain forebody and base pressure distributions on the vehicle.
Engine performance characteristics were simulated by a 5 percent spike
length serospike engine having an expansion ratio ABAt of 417 employing
cold flow jet stream. Engine combustion chamber pressure to free stream
static pressure (Pc/P) ratio was varied from 125 minimum to 830 maximum.
The engine was designed to operate at 400 psia chamber pressure having
mass flow rate of 11 lbs/sec. A separate system of ducting was incorpo-
rated in the engine model to provide for turbine exhaust simulation which
ejects a mass flow rate of approximately 0.25 lbs/sec at 20 psia.
Two SERV configurations were investigated, engine protection re-entry
doors installed at 25 degrees open and removed. Pressures were measured
on the forebody, aerospike ramp, shroud, and base plate of the model. En-
gine plume static pressures were measured by a pressure rake installed
adjacent to the engine ramp. Data presented herein are representative of
the doors removed configuration at Mach numbers of 0, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.1
and 1.25 and angles of attack of 0 and 8 degrees at 0 degrees sideslip nngle




Plotted data consists of model pressure coefficients and pressure ratio
variations of functions of non-dimensional axial and radial model stations.
Pressure ratios are presented in terms of both ambient conditions and engine
chamber conditions. The base axial pressure variations are for both longi-
tudinal and local radius values for scaling purposes.
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Figure 1 illustrates the model installation arrangement in the 16T Propulsion




Tunnel 16T is a closed-circuit, continuous flow tunnel capable of being
operated at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.60. The test section is 16 - by
16 - ft. in cross section and 40 ft. long. The tunnel can be operated
within a stagnation pressure range from 120 to 4,000 psfa, depending on
the Mach number. Stagnation temperature can be varied from an average
minimum of about 80°F to a maximum of 160°F. Perforated walls in the
test section allow continuous operation through the Mach number range




TEST TF - 250
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.0 0 
0.6 .396 x 10-6 45.9
0.8 .230 x 10- 6 35.8
0.9 .259 x 10 43.4
1.15 .357 x 10 80.2 _


















All pressures on the model were measured by differential pressure trans-
ducers located in the tunnel plenum and referenced to plenum pressure.
The engine primary flow rate was determined by a Swirlmeter(l pressure
and temperature readings. Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate graphical- pres-
entation of pressure orifices on the respective model surfaces with,
tabular locations presented in Table II. The plume boundary was surveyed
by installation of a pressure rake as illustrated in Figure 6.
Cp= (Ps - PC)/Q
(1) REGISTERED TRADE NAME, FISCHER & PORTER COMPANY, WARMINSTER, PA.
to aerodynamic pressure coefficient
7




INSTRUMENTATION - IDENTIFICATION AIMD LOCATION




























































































































































AEDC CCSD MODEL R 0 .... R/D ' . ....
NO. NO. ST A./
25 1.246 8.750 5°37 ' .04614 .32407 Base Static
26 .973 7.750 .03603 .28703
27 .735 6.750 .02722 .25000
28 .443 5.250 .01640 .19444
29 .225 3.750 .00oo833 .13888
30 .080 2.250 .00296 .08333
31 0 - - - -
32 1.723 10.250 4500 ,06381 .37962
33 1.246 8.750 ,04614 .32407
34 .735 6.750 .02722 .25000
35 .225 3.750 .oo00833 .13888
36 1.723 10.250 9000 .06381 .37962
37 1.474 9.500 .05459 .35185
38 1.246 8.750 .04614 .32407
39 .973 7.750 .03603 .28703
40 .735 6.750 .02722 .25000
41 .443 5.250 .01640 .19444
42 .225 3.750 .00833 .13888
43 .. o80 2.250 .00296 .08333
44 1.723 10.250 135 ° .06381 .37962
45 1.246 8.750 .04614 .32407
46 .735 6.750 .02722 .25000
47 ,225 3.750 .00oo833 .13888
48 1.723 10.250 174°23 ' .06381 .37962
I






























































































































































































































2 5 ° Cone Static
45 ° Cone Static
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TABLE II. (Continued)
AEDC CCSD MODEL R X/D R/D AS








































































PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOMINAL
COEFFICIENT MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE

















SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
































































SCHEDULE CONDITION VARYINGPLOT TITLE
NOMINAL NOMINAL
MACH SCEEDULE




SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Ramp
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Cowl
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Cowl
Pressure Coefficient Distribution









































































- ~ ~SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CCNTINUED)
!PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOMINAL
COEFFICIENT MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDJULE CONDITION VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
SERV Aerospike Engine Cowl G PRATIO 0 - 1.25 8 0 476-480
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Cowl H PRATIO 0 - 1.25 0 0 481-503
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Cowl H PRATITO 0 - 1.25 8 0 504-508
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
SERV Base Plate Pressure F PRATTO 0 - 1.25 0 0 509-554
Coefficient Distribution
SERV Base Plate Pressure F PRATIO 0 - 1.25 8 0 555-564
Coefficient Distribution
SERV Base Plate Pressure G PRATIO 0 - 1.25 0 0 565-610
Coefficient Distribution
SERV Base Plate Pressure G PRATIO 0 - 1.25 8 0 611-620
Coefficient Distribution
SERV Base Plate Pressure H PRATIO 0 - 1.25 0 0 621-666
Coefficient Distribution
SERV Base Plate Pressure H PRATIO 0 - 1.25 8 0 667-676
Coefficient Distribution
SERV Aerospike Engine Plume A PRATIO 0 - 1.25 0 0 677-699
Boundary Survey
SERV Aerospike Engine Plume A -PRATIO .6 - 1.25 8 0 700-704
Boundary Survey
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CONTINUED)
PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOvLNAL,
COEFFICIENT MACH SCHEULE SCHEULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITION VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) _ (DEGREES) 1
t _ _ _. . .E . ^ , _ i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i-- 
SERV Aerospike Engine Plume
Boundary Survey
SERV Aerospike Engine Plume
Boundary Survey
SERV Aerospike Engine Plume
Boundary Survey
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MODEL CCMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2.5 PERCENT SCALE REPLICA OF SERV MAIN STAGE WITH


































Model Engine Chamber Pressure
Model Static Pressure







Distance Forward of Model Base
Model Roll Angle (Positive















































Engine Secondary Weight Flow








to 0 Degree Radial-Station
Free Stream Velocity

















A tabulated data listing, consisting of 11 aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections: 
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
AEDC/ARO Mr. L. Trimmer
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. J. R. Ziler
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
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